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Introduction: One of the aims of physical education (PE) is to develop social skills such
as cooperation, teamwork, and mutual helping among students. Cooperation is a broad
research topic, implicating several disciplines in the human sciences (e.g. psychology,
sociology, linguistics, philosophy). It is also an important topic in various domains of
practice like organizational management, ergonomics, sports performance, and PE
and sports pedagogy. Studies in sport have shown that cooperation between partners
is not automatically produced by the cooperative structure of the learning tasks.

In this exploratory study, we focused on the links between cooperation and trust
judgments about one’s partner. We characterized the processes by which students
construct trust judgments in dyadic cooperative interactions during climbing lessons.
This study was carried out within the theoretical and methodological frameworks of
the ‘course of action.’
Method: Two middle-school students in 10th-grade participated in this study. They
formed a fixed dyad based on personal affinity. During the four climbing lessons
under study, the students alternated the roles of climber and belayer. Their behaviors
and communications were recorded on video and after each session they participated
in self-confrontation interviews. From these data, we then reconstructed their courses
of experience and focused particularly on preoccupations, meaningful elements in the
situation, and mobilized knowledge. The elements contributing to the construction of
the climber’s trust judgments about his belayer were identified. Changes in these
judgments were characterized in relation to the modes of cooperation between the
students. Twenty-seven climbs were analyzed.
Results and discussion: The results showed that the climber’s trust judgments focused on
two dimensions of the belayer’s activity: the reliability of both the belay and his advice for
success in the task. To build these trust judgments, the climber combined knowledge about
his belayer (the partner’s climbing skills, his mastery of safety techniques, his familiarity
with the climbing equipment, and his typical attitudes in class) and interpretations of the
events during belayer–climber cooperation (the attention shown by the partner, his
requests for advice from other students, and the teacher’s interventions).

Moreover, the results showed the relationship between the development of each
student’s trust judgments about his partner and the positive and negative dynamics of
cooperation between the students. Three typical connections were identified between
the climber’s trust judgments about his partner and the climber’s involvement in
cooperation.

The results are discussed on the basis of two points: (a) the dynamic and composite
character of the construction of trust judgments and (b) the construction of trust judgments
as a condition for genuine cooperation between students. The students in the situation of
climber displayed typical processes to build a trust judgment about their partner, and this
trust judgment appears to be an important element in promoting and regulating
cooperative interactions between students.
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Conclusions: We propose pedagogical perspectives for teachers with regard to
understanding trust judgments in climbing and student cooperation. We also suggest
new research perspectives with the objective of fully elucidating the dimensions of trust
involved in cooperation.

Keywords: trust judgment; cooperation; climbing; physical education; course of action

Introduction

Physical education (PE) in France, as in many countries, has several aims, one of which is to
develop social skills (cooperation, teamwork, mutual helping) (e.g. Ward and Lee 2005).
Recent French guidelines concerning the acquisition of a common skill set by all
middle-school students specified that one of the priorities was to create favorable conditions
in which ‘the student can learn [. . .] to work as a member of a team’ (National Physical Edu-
cation Program for Middle Schools 2008). The programs clearly specify that the PE tea-
chers are encouraged to help their students develop ‘methodological and social skills’ so
that they can ‘organize and assume social roles and responsibilities by the organization
and management of practices and learning: [. . .] team work and mutual help.’ In this
study, we thus examined the phenomena that contribute to the construction of these
social skills, and more specifically to the links between cooperation and trust judgments.

Cooperation is a broad research topic and it has been investigated within the context of
several disciplines in the human sciences (e.g. psychology, sociology, linguistics, philos-
ophy). This topic has also a major interest in a wide variety of practices, such as organiz-
ational management (e.g. McAllister 1995), ergonomics (e.g. Hoc 2001), educational
practices (e.g. Johnson and Johnson 2009; Slavin 1983), sports performance (e.g. Weinberg
and Gould 2010), and PE and sports pedagogy (e.g. Lafont and Winnykamen 1999). The
cooperation between students in PE has been studied from various perspectives, such as
peer-assisted learning (PAL) (e.g. d’Arripe-Longueville et al. 2002; Ward and Lee 2005),
cooperative learning (e.g. Dyson and Grineski 2001), and didactic analysis (e.g. Amade-
Escot 2006; Hennings, Wallhead, and Byra 2010). The empirical studies on PAL and coop-
erative strategies in PE settings have shown several categories of effects, identified in terms
of the motor, cognitive, motivational, and social benefits for students (for a review, see
Ward and Lee 2005). Moreover, the study of Hennings, Wallhead, and Byra (2010)
used a didactic methodology (Amade-Escot 2005) and showed that the reciprocal style
of teaching – which could be considered as one of the PAL strategies – improved students’
knowledge and performance within dyads in indoor climbing tasks. The authors attributed
these improvements to within-climb and post-climb peer feedback, dialogue, and idea
sharing, all of which characterize types of student cooperation. These authors nevertheless
showed that the positive effects were most evident when the tasks required lower-
complexity climbing skills and when the peer interactions aligned with the task criteria
provided by the teacher (Hennings, Wallhead, and Byra 2010).

The definition of cooperation has historically been based on social interdependence
theory, as proposed by Deutsch (1949). According to this theory, cooperation is a situation
of positive interdependence between individuals, that is to say,

when there is a positive correlation among individuals’ goal attainments. In this kind of situ-
ation, individuals perceive that they can attain their goals if and only if the other individuals
with whom they are cooperatively linked attain their goals. Positive interdependence results
in promotive interaction (i.e., individuals encouraging and facilitating each other’s efforts to
complete tasks in order to reach the group’s goals) (Johnson and Johnson 2009, 366).

2 A. Evin et al.
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Conversely, negative interdependence is when individuals’ goal achievements are nega-
tively correlated. Negative interdependence results in oppositional interaction (i.e. individ-
uals discouraging and obstructing each other’s efforts to complete tasks in order to reach
their goals) (Johnson and Johnson 2009).

One of the main assumptions of this theory is that the cooperative task structure,
notably how participants’ goals are structured, determines the way people interact.
Certain researchers, however, have recently tried to define cooperation with regard to
the nature of partners’ cognitive activities during their interactions. In particular, Castel-
franchi (1998, 162) introduced the notion of interference to characterize how individuals
interact as they cooperate. He observed that interference arises because ‘the effects of the
action of one agent are relevant for the goals of another: i.e. they either favour the
achievement or maintenance of some goals of the other’s (positive interference), or
threat some of them (negative interference).’ This orientation seems to be promising
because several studies have shown that the cooperation between partners is not automati-
cally produced by the cooperative structure of tasks (e.g. Cicourel 1994; Saury 2008).
Cooperation among teammates is instead fluctuating and unstable in the sense that
complex interpersonal coordination processes affect the dynamics of cooperative inter-
actions. Cooperation refers to the various and subtle modalities of social interaction in
which mutual trust seems to be crucial (Castelfranchi 1998; Tuomela and Tuomela
2005). As an illustration, the cooperation observed on sports teams (e.g. basketball,
doubles table tennis) involved processes of inquiry and monitoring of others’ activity
as part of each teammate’s activity, as well as processes of masking or displaying only
certain personal activity components (Poizat et al. 2008, 2009). These processes as a
whole reflect ongoing mutual evaluation and influence among athletes, suggesting that
they continuously estimate one another’s reliability regarding the collective task, build
trust judgments about their respective activities, and adapt their modalities of cooperation
accordingly (Saury 2008).

In the workplace, Jones and George (1998) also highlighted the interdependence of
cooperation and the experience of trust. They defined trust as

the willingness of the party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expec-
tation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the
ability to monitor or control that other party.

Trust involves a ternary relation in which ‘A trusts B to do Y’ (Hardin 1999). According to
this definition, although trust in others may include several dimensions – cognitive, affective,
and moral – it also concerns a task or a particular activity. Trust can be considered as ‘task-
oriented’ (i.e. trust in one’s partner for a particular task does not necessarily extend to other tasks).

In the PE setting, Butler and Hodge (2001) evaluated the benefits of social interactions
for learning in terms of trust among students. The study was carried out in softball with
ninth-grade students. The results described instantaneous states of student trust in their part-
ners at the end of the cooperative learning unit and provided support for a connection
between trust and cooperation in PE. The findings also suggested the importance of char-
acterizing the dynamic processes underlying the construction of trust in others. In this study,
we investigated the construction of students’ trust judgments about their partner and the
influence of these judgments on the modalities of cooperation between them during a
wall climbing task. Our study specifically sought to respond to the following questions:
What are the trust judgments of one’s partner based on? What elements contribute to the
construction of trust judgments? How do they change over time? What are the relationships
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between trust judgments and cooperation? Wall climbing was chosen because of the high
importance of cooperation that is required between students: (a) each student has a prede-
fined role in the task – climber or belayer – which defines their respective activities as
closely interdependent, (b) the students can only succeed in the task by cooperating as
they carry out their respective roles, and (c) the subjective risk for the students (e.g. the
fear of falling) requires them to have a high level of trust in their partner.

Our study was conducted within the course-of-action framework (Theureau 2004, 2006)
which has been used to analyze students’ activities in PE (e.g. Guillou and Durny 2008) and
the modalities of coordination in sport (e.g. Bourbousson et al. 2010). The methodology of
the course-of-action framework relies on videotaped recordings collected in real situations,
and then self-confrontation interviews in which the actors viewing the videotapes are
urged to recall and explain what they were experiencing at that time (Theureau 2006). We
chose this framework for three main reasons. First, student activity in real situations can be
studied using this framework. We believe that studying student activity in real classroom situ-
ations is essential, given that teaching is a complex activity (Amade-Escot 2006; Rovegno
2006) that precludes the possibility of experimentally reproducing these situations. Second,
this framework accords a central role to students’ perspectives (Dyson 2006). The course-
of-action framework provides access to preoccupations, sensations, perceptions, interpret-
ations, emotions, and the knowledge constructed and mobilized by students during activity.
This change in perspective enriches the understanding of researchers: It is an excellent oppor-
tunity to put into relation what they see and what students experience. Third, this framework
provides a means to articulate epistemological and transformative issues (Sève et al. 2006).
The course-of-action framework is a semiological approach to activity: through the tech-
niques of the self-confrontation interview, activity can be reconstructed as it was experienced
by the students. This level of description is a complement or alternative to other forms of
description providing insight into PE activity. When the level of activity that is experienced
by the students is examined, pertinent descriptions and explanations in the PE context are
quite likely to result. This opens up a new perspective on PE situations because the student’s
experience is taken into account. New knowledge about PE situations can emerge and inspire
the design of original types of teaching and training.

The students’ activity was studied according to the theoretical construct of the ‘course
of experience’ (Theureau 2006), which corresponds to

the activity of a given actor engaged in a given physical and social environment, where the
activity is meaningful for that actor; that is, he/she can show it, tell it, and comment upon it
to an observer–listener at any instant during its unfolding (Theureau and Jeffroy 1994, 19).

This meaningful activity can be described by the actor in terms of actions, sensations,
perceptions, focuses of attention, intentions, emotions, and interpretations (Theureau 2006).
The students’ courses of experience were reconstructed in order to document the construc-
tion of trust judgments by the student who was the climber about his belayer. We then
sought to identify how these trust judgments fostered or weakened the climber’s coopera-
tive involvement with his partner.

Method

Participants and study situation

The study was conducted in a 10th-grade class during a climbing unit of seven lessons.
Rights and confidentiality of research participants were respected following the APA

4 A. Evin et al.
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Ethics Code Standard. The purpose of the study, the conditions for data collection, and the
assurance of confidentiality were presented to the teacher, the school principal, and the
parents of the students, all of whom formally agreed to the study. A period of familiariz-
ation with the researcher in the class took place over two lessons before the climbing unit
began. Two students, called Nicolas and Raphaël in the remainder of the article, were
selected among other students to participate in this study. Three main reasons were con-
sidered in this choice: (a) these two students volunteered to individually participate in
self-confrontation interviews after each lesson, (b) they were in the same dyad during
all lessons, and (c) they had free time immediately after lessons, for the self-confrontation
interviews. Both had experience in climbing from seventh-grade PE classes. Moreover,
Raphaël practiced climbing at the sports club of the middle school. Their activity was
investigated over four lessons of the climbing unit (Lessons 3, 4, 5, and 6), for a
period of two hours each. All the students worked in fixed dyads based on personal affi-
nity throughout the climbing cycle. All lessons were held in a gymnasium equipped with
an artificial climbing wall. The students’ activity was studied each time they worked
together to prepare or make an ascent of the wall, with one of them assuming the role
of belayer and the other, the role of climber. Twenty-seven climbs lasting an average
of four minutes were analyzed. At the beginning of each lesson, the teacher gave instruc-
tions about the task and assigned each dyad a route to climb (Table 1). The students then
went to their route and began to work. The teacher supervised the class from a distance
and only stepped in occasionally to give advice or guidance. For Nicolas and Raphaël,
he stepped in four or five times during each of the four lessons. These interventions
were initiated by the teacher himself or in response to a request from the students.

Data collection

Audio and video recordings were made during the four lessons with two video cameras
equipped with high fidelity microphones. One camera recorded the students’ behaviors and
communications. The other camera recorded the teacher’s behaviors and communications,
thereby providing access to his interventions with regard to the class and Raphaël and Nicolas.

Table 1. Description of learning tasks assigned by the teacher.

Generic description of the learning task

Teacher’s
instructions

Reminder of the safety rules
Description of the task objective:
You’re going to climb the route three times. Each time you have to locate the

point that you arrived at and for the following climbs you need to go a little
higher and grab at least one hold above it.

Description of the conditions for carrying out the task:
You’re going to be top-roping, so one climber and one belayer.
You can only use one color for the holds.

Students’ roles The students alternated between climber and belayer for each climb
Of the 27 climbs, Raphaël went 14 times and Nicolas went 13 times

Number of climbs Lesson 3: Raphaël 3 climbs, Nicolas 3 climbs
Lesson 4: Raphaël 4 climbs, Nicolas 3 climbs
Lesson 5: Raphaël 4 climbs, Nicolas 4 climbs
Lesson 6: Raphaël 3 climbs, Nicolas 3 climbs

Difficulty of the
route

Height of the route: 9 meters
Two overhangs in the route

Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy 5
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The students’ retrospective verbalizations were recorded during individual self-confronta-
tion interviews (Theureau 2006), which lasted an average of 54 minutes and were conducted at
the end of each lesson. During these interviews, the student and researcher viewed the record-
ing and the student was invited to describe and comment on his activity step by step. Specific
prompts were used to encourage the student to re-experience the dynamic situation and to
obtain information concerning the actions, sensations, perceptions, focuses of attention, inten-
tions, emotions, and interpretations that accompanied the recorded activity. Each student was
asked to describe his actions precisely (‘What are you doing?’), sensations (‘What sensations
are you experiencing?’), perceptions (‘What are you perceiving?’), attention (‘What has your
attention?’), intentions (‘What are you trying to do?’), emotions (‘What emotions are you
experiencing?’), and interpretations (‘What are you thinking about?’), at every moment of
his course of action, according to the principles of the self-confrontation interview guide
(Theureau 2006). The interviews were video recorded in their entirety.

Data processing

The data were processed in four steps: (a) construction of a two-level protocol, (b) construc-
tion of each climber’s course of experience, (c) identification of the elements involved in the
construction of the climber’s trust judgments about his belayer, and (d) analysis of the con-
nections between trust judgments and the climber’s level of cooperative involvement.

Construction of a two-level protocol

The recordings of behaviors and communications in the situation, and verbalizations during
the self-confrontation interview, were fully transcribed in accordance with Jefferson’s con-
ventions of transcription (Jefferson 1984). They were then organized into a two-level pro-
tocol to synchronize the recorded data collected in situ, including a description of the task
assigned by the teacher and his interventions regarding Raphaël and Nicolas during the
lessons (level 1) and the retrospective verbalizations collected during the self-confrontation
interview (level 2) (Table 2).

Construction of each climber’s course of experience

Every time the climbing task was carried out, the flow of the climber’s activity was segmen-
ted into units of the course of experience, on the basis of an analysis of the two-level pro-
tocol. By hypothesis, the course of experience is a chain of discrete meaningful units of

Table 2. Excerpt from a two-level protocol table.

Column 1 Column 2

Students’ actions and communications Raphaël’s self-confrontation interview
Raphaël arrives at the top of the wall and

announces ‘At the top, Nicolas!’ Nicolas
responds ‘Belay on!’ and Raphaël begins to
descend by grabbing onto holds.

There, I told Nicolas that I was at the top and
that he had to belay me. And there the teacher
said to let go because Nicolas was ready to
belay me but I didn’t have much confidence in
him. Nicolas likes to joke around and also he
wasn’t paying a lot of attention to what he was
doing so maybe by mistake he could let go,
and I thought I could fall.

6 A. Evin et al.
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activity emerging from the interaction between an actor and an environment. These units
can be actions, sensations, perceptions, focuses of attention, intentions, emotions, and
interpretations, and all have an underlying structure of several components (Theureau
2004, 2006). In this study, we were particularly interested in three of these components:
(a) the preoccupations of the climber, (b) the elements the climber was taking into
account in the situation, and (c) the elements of knowledge that were mobilized or con-
structed. These three components were documented using a specific set of questions
about the data in the two-level protocols.

We identified the student’s preoccupation at a given moment by asking the following
question about the data: What are the significant concerns of the student in the situation?
In the example, Raphaël was involved in descending by the climbing route (Table 2).

We identified the elements of the situation that were significant to the student at this
moment by asking the following questions about the data: What is the significant
element in the situation for the student? What element of the situation is the student con-
sidering? In the example, the meaningful element for Raphaël was the arrival at the top
of the wall (Table 2).

We identified the knowledge elements used and constructed by the student by asking the
following question about the data: What knowledge is being constructed, validated, or inva-
lidated by the student? In the example, the element of knowledge used by the student was
‘Nicolas likes to joke around’ (Table 2).

Identification of the elements involved in the construction of the climber’s trust judgments
about his belayer

The climber’s course of experience was systematically examined to identify the com-
ponents that reflected the construction of trust judgments about his partner. This examin-
ation consisted of a comprehensive analysis of the contents of each component of the
meaningful units in order to characterize the trust judgments. For example, the knowledge
mobilized by Raphaël (climber) during one of his climbs: ‘Nicolas doesn’t always pay
attention and he likes to joke around,’ was identified as an element in the construction of
Raphaël’s trust judgment about Nicolas at that moment (Table 2). Thus, the three com-
ponents of each unit of the course of experience were systematically analyzed to identify
the characteristics of the belayer’s activity on which trust judgments were based, and the
elements that contributed to changes in these trust judgments during the climber’s course
of experience.

Analysis of the connections between trust judgments and the climber’s involvement

To understand the connections between trust judgments and cooperation, the moments
during which the climber accepted or refused the assistance or advice of his partner were
analyzed. The climber’s involvement was described as ‘cooperative’ when he accepted
the assistance or advice of his partner. It was described as ‘not cooperative’ when the
climber ignored the offers to help and advice from his partner. These two forms of climber’s
involvement were compared with his trust judgments during the same task.

Results

The results are presented in four parts: (a) the focus of the climber’s trust judgments about his
partner, (b) the elements contributing to the construction of these trust judgments, (c) the
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typical forms of change in the climber’s trust judgments about his partner, and (d) the typical
connections between trust judgments and the climber’s involvement with his partner.

The focus of the climber’s trust judgments about his partner

Two aspects of the partner’s activity were the focus for trust judgments in the climber’s
course of experience: his reliability in performing the belay task and the quality of his
advice in helping the climber to perform his own task.

The partner’s reliability in performing his task

The climber built trust judgments about the capacity of his partner to ensure his safety, i.e. to
hold him with the belay rope in the event of a fall and to control the speed of his descent at
the end of the climb. These trust judgments were manifested in contrasting ways in the clim-
ber’s course of experience.

In some cases, the climber expressed worries or doubts about his partner’s reliability
and hesitated to take risks during the climb. He used maneuvers he was already familiar
with and looked for big holds so that he could easily grab onto the wall and avoid a fall.
In other cases, however, the climber was focused on the climb with no particular
concern about his partner’s reliability, even to the point of deliberately taking risks of
falling. He tried unfamiliar maneuvers, grabbed holds that placed him in unstable positions,
or chose to follow difficult routes (e.g. a difficult incline). For example, Nicolas commented
on a difficult passage during his third climb (Lesson 5) as follows:

. . . I don’t really know what to do [to climb], so I try to grab a small hold above me
(. . .). I know that if I fall, it’ll be OK, I know Raphaël is belaying me and I can feel that the
rope is tight.

The reliability of the partner’s advice

The belayer frequently gave advice to the climber to help him before, during, or after the
climb. This advice concerned how to use the climbing equipment, the choice of climbing
route, the choice of holds during the climb, and the maneuvers to make to grab certain
holds or to descend. The climber thought that the advice was more or less reliable, depend-
ing on the circumstances of each climb, and consequently accepted or refused to follow it.

For example, during a climb in Lesson 4 when the students were able choose the route
on their own, Raphaël hesitated in making his choice. Nicolas advised him to choose either
the route with the ‘red holds’ or the one with the ‘yellow holds,’ saying:

. . . the teacher said that if you finish the green one, you can do another one. You can choose the
red or the yellow, which is a little harder than the red.

Taking into account that Nicolas had asked the teacher’s advice, Raphaël decided to
follow it and explained this decision during the self-confrontation interview:

‘I had just done the green route so I wanted to try another one and Nicolas told me to take the
yellow or the red because he had just asked the teacher. So here I’m going to try the yellow.’

In contrast, the following example illustrates the case of making a judgment that his
partner’s advice has low reliability and thus refusing to follow it. After the preceding

8 A. Evin et al.
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episode, Raphaël tried the route with the ‘yellow holds’ but quickly found himself in
trouble, as he was unsure of which holds to grab. At the same time, Nicolas encouraged
him, drawing closer to advise him and point out the path he would have taken: ‘ . . . but
look, Raphaël, you can go this way and then grab the big yellow handhold there’
[Nicolas demonstrates this by climbing the wall]. Raphaël watches him and then responds
without conviction: ‘Yeah, well I’m not sure those are the best holds.’ He then tries again to
climb along the yellow route, but does not use the holds suggested by Nicolas. Indeed,
Raphaël had little trust in the reliability of his partner’s advice about the choice of holds,
as he underlined in the self-confrontation interview:

. . . there, Nicolas has showed me which holds he would have used to climb. But I really don’t
agree with him so I’m going choose other holds and I think to myself that I’m not sure Nicolas
really knows what route to take because he didn’t manage to climb to the top with the green
route just now and it was easier than the yellow one.

Elements contributing to the construction of the climber’s trust judgments about his
partner

The climber’s trust judgments about his partner were constructed in relation to two cat-
egories: knowledge about his partner based on past interactions with him and the meaning-
ful elements of the situation for the climber during the specific task.

Knowledge about his partner

The climber mobilized knowledge about his partner that had been constructed during past
interactions in order to construct trust judgments. This knowledge concerned: (a) the part-
ner’s climbing skills (e.g. his past climbing experience and the abilities developed in this
sport), (b) his mastery of safety techniques (e.g. his ability to lower his partner), (c) his fam-
iliarity with the climbing equipment (e.g. harness, belay brake), and (d) his typical attitudes
in class (e.g. attentive or joking around). For example, Nicolas knew that Raphaël had
experience in climbing with a sports club in their middle school. This knowledge
favored the construction of positive trust judgments about his reliability as a belayer and
his advice when Nicolas was in the situation of climber. Symmetrically, Raphaël knew
that Nicolas had little experience in climbing and that he was not very familiar with belay-
ing techniques, as he stated in his self-confrontation interview : ‘[. . .] Nicolas was less com-
fortable than me, he told me that he didn’t remember the belaying moves. And then, he’s
never done any climbing with a sports club.’ This knowledge tended to limit his trust in
Nicolas’s advice and his reliability as a belayer, especially in the first lessons.

The meaningful elements of the situation for the climber

Three categories of elements in the situations that were meaningful for the climber contrib-
uted to reinforcing or reducing the strength of his trust judgments about his partner: (a) the
attention shown by the partner, (b) his requests for advice from other students, and (c) the
teacher’s interventions.

For example, the attention to the climber shown by the partner was a particularly mean-
ingful element for the climber and it was a major consideration in the construction of his
trust judgment about the belayer’s reliability. The climber assessed the partner’s attention
using two main perceptual modalities: visual and/or auditory, and proprioceptive. First,
the climber judged the belayer’s attention level based on what he could see or hear of
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his behaviors and communications. As an illustration, during his first climb (Lesson 3),
Raphaël heard Nicolas talking with the girls in a nearby group and he reproached him
by asking him to stop chatting with them. He commented on this incident as follows in
the self-confrontation interview: ‘I told Nicolas to stop talking with the others (. . .) I said
to myself that if he talks too much with them and stops paying attention to me, I’ll fall
and get hurt.’ The belayer’s attention to the climber was also perceived by proprioceptive
sensations associated with the tension on the rope linking the two partners. As an illus-
tration, during a climb in Lesson 4, Raphaël felt that the rope was slack while he was climb-
ing and called out to Nicolas (the belayer) in the following way: ‘Hey, what are you doing,
Nicolas? (. . .) I felt the rope go slack, so pay attention to what you’re doing!’ The sensation
of a slack rope contributed at that moment to a drop in Raphaël’s confidence in his belayer,
as he stated in his self-confrontation interview: ‘There, I tell Nicolas to pay attention
because I can feel that he is not holding the rope tight enough (. . .) I know that sometimes
he doesn’t pay enough attention (. . .).’

Typical forms of change in the climber’s trust judgments about his partner

Two typical forms of change in the climber’s trust judgments about the belayer were ident-
ified in the climber’s course of experience during the analyzed tasks: a positive change in
trust judgments (increased trust) (12 climbs) and a negative change in trust judgments
(decreased trust) (4 climbs). Eleven tasks displayed no change in the climber’s trust judg-
ments about the belayer.

Positive change in trust judgments

A positive change in the climber’s trust judgments about the belayer was indicated in climbs
during which judgments were transformed and led to a higher level of trust at the end of the
climb than in the beginning. As the climber continued on his ascent, he modified his
interpretations: typically, at the beginning of the climb, he assumed that his partner was
not especially reliable in his role of belayer and/or that his advice was not particularly per-
tinent; by the end of the climb, however, he thought that his partner was more reliable and/
or that he was giving better advice. These changes could be either continuous or discontinu-
ous. In the latter case, the positive change in trust judgment could be interrupted or even
show several marked changes during the same climb. In the 12 climbs with positive
changes in the climber’s trust judgment about the belayer, seven showed continuous
change and five were discontinuous.

For example, during Raphaël’s first climb (Lesson 3), the positive change in his trust
judgment showed three steps. First, just before the climb, Raphaël tested and explored
Nicolas’s reliability as a belayer, given his knowledge of some of Nicolas’s typical beha-
viors (‘Nicolas lacks of concentration,’ ‘Nicolas likes to joke around’). Raphaël was sen-
sitive to the fact that Nicolas correctly used the standard communication by the students
before starting (‘Ready?’ ‘Ready!’ ‘Start!’). He thus started up a route with sufficient
trust to focus exclusively on his climb, as he remarked in the self-confrontation inter-
view: ‘I’m focusing on the holds, which one I’m going to grab next, and then the next
. . .. ’ Then, when he felt ‘stuck’ in his climb, his perception of a verbal exchange
between Nicolas and another student weakened his trust judgment about Nicolas’s
reliability.

10 A. Evin et al.
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There, I was stuck because I didn’t know quite what to do and I said to myself that Nicolas
shouldn’t be talking to other students. I thought if he’s talking too much with them and isn’t
paying attention to me.

Third, Raphaël’s trust judgment coincided with an order from the teacher: ‘Nicolas told
you to come down! Let go, Raphaël!’ This completely changed his level of trust judgment.
Raphaël let go because of the teacher’s insistence and his [the teacher’s] closer supervision
of Nicolas’s belay. He was lowered by Nicolas, which let him gradually reconstruct a
positive trust judgment. In the self-confrontation interview, he commented on this: ‘He
[the teacher] told me again to let go and I finally did and let Nicolas lower me without
holding on, and I said to myself “Hey, this is pretty cool.”’

Negative change in trust judgments

A negative change in the climber’s trust judgments was indicated in tasks during which these
judgments were transformed and led to a lower level of trust at the end of the task than in the
beginning. As he continued on his ascent, the climber modified his interpretations: typically,
at the beginning of the climb, he assumed that his partner was reliable in his role of belayer
and/or that he was giving good advice; by the end of the climb, however, he thought that his
partner was less reliable and/or that he was giving less pertinent advice.

For example, during a climb in Lesson 4, Nicolas was concerned about ‘putting the
harness on correctly’ before the climb. First, he asked Raphaël to help him to tighten the
harness (‘Tighten it for me, Raphaël, would you? I can feel it’s not tight enough!’).
Raphaël replied that the harness was tight enough, which temporarily reassured Nicolas
as he knew Raphaël was skilled in climbing and knew the belay equipment (Nicolas:
‘OK, if you think so.’). Then, just before the climb, Nicolas again asked for Raphaël’s
opinion (‘Hey, but seriously, look Raphaël, I was just able to slip my hand in [inside the
harness]!’). He relied on prior knowledge, such as ‘I’ve never been able to slip my hand
into the harness like that’ and ‘The teacher said it was supposed to be really hard to slip
our hand into the harness.’ Raphaël’s answer (‘But it’s OK, you’re not going to fall
through.’), made Nicolas doubt the reliability of his advice. Third, Nicolas questioned
the teacher (‘I feel like my harness is not tight enough.’), who immediately tightened it.
At this moment, Nicolas strengthened his judgment that Raphaël’s advice was unreliable,
as he explained in the self-confrontation interview:

I had never been able to slip my hand in like that, I didn’t understand (. . .) and then the teacher
comes over (. . .) he said that it should be hard to slip your hand in (. . .). So, Raphaël was wrong.

Typical connections between trust judgments and the climber’s involvement

Three typical connections were identified between the climber’s trust judgment about his
partner and the climber’s involvement in the cooperation: (a) a high trust judgment of
his partner linked to cooperative involvement, (b) a low trust judgment of his partner
linked to non-cooperative involvement, and (c) a low trust judgment of his partner
linked to cooperative involvement.

High trust judgment of his partner linked to cooperative involvement

Fifteen climbs corresponded to situations in which high trust judgments of his partner were
linked to the climber’s cooperative involvement (Raphaël was the climber six times, and
Nicolas nine times). For example, during Nicolas’s first climb (Lesson 3), he felt that he
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was in trouble when he arrived at a sharp incline. Perceiving that his grip on the holds was
slipping, Nicolas called out ‘Hold me!’ to Raphaël. At this moment, Nicolas’s trust judg-
ment about his partner’s belay skills was high. Nicolas felt that Raphaël was attentive
and that he could trust his advice because he had just successfully climbed the same
route. In addition, Nicolas felt that the rope was tight, which increased his judgment of
reliability. As he said in the self-confrontation interview: ‘There, I thought I was going
to slip and I had a hard time at that spot, but it turned out OK. I could feel that Raphaël
was there and the rope was really tight.’ Raphaël tightened the rope and advised Nicolas
about which holds to choose: ‘Raise your foot to the right. And then look for the big
green handhold with your left hand.’ Nicolas immediately followed this advice.

Low trust judgment of his partner linked to non-cooperative involvement

Nine climbs corresponded to situations in which low trust judgments of his partner were
associated with the climber’s non-cooperative involvement (Raphaël was the climber six
times, and Nicolas three times). For example, in Lesson 4, Nicolas was observing
Raphaël fix the brake on his harness and pointed out that he had made a mistake. This
remark set off a confrontation in points of view between the two students:

Nicolas: You’re still wrong, Raphaël! Raphaël: No . . . not at all! Nicolas: Yes, you are, look!
[Nicolas takes the rope out of Raphaël’s hands]. Raphaël: But I know what I’m doing! Nicolas:
No, you don’t . . . Raphaël: You don’t think I’m going to do it like that! [he passes him the belay
rope on the right side of the brake] Nicolas: There. But . . . [he comes to help Raphaël] Look!
No, look. Raphaël: Wait . . . but I can do what I want, it’s fine! [Raphaël pushes Nicolas away as
he tries to help].

At this moment, Raphaël felt that Nicolas was in no position to give him advice since he
was a beginner, had never used this type of brake, and he had himself explained how to use
it only a few minutes ago. Based on this knowledge, Raphaël did not accept Nicolas’s
advice and explained himself as follows in the self-confrontation interview:

Nicolas says that I made a mistake (. . .), but I thought I was right, I thought that it was right the
way I had done it [the brake], in fact, no, I realized I was supposed to turn the rope.

Low trust judgment of his partner linked to cooperative involvement

Three climbs corresponded to situations in which low trust judgments of his partner were
associated with the climber’s cooperative involvement (Raphaël was the climber twice, and
Nicolas once). For example, Raphaël had just finished his climb in Lesson 3 and had asked
the teacher for advice on tying his bowline knot. Now it was Nicolas’s turn to climb and tie
the knot. Not sure of what to do, Nicolas asked Raphaël: ‘Can you tell me how to tie the
bowline knot, Raphaël, because I don’t really remember.’ Raphaël began to show him.
At this moment, Nicolas had a high trust judgment of Raphaël and assumed he had
greater climbing skill and better ability at belay techniques. However, during the demon-
stration, Nicolas told Raphaël that it was impossible to have the two ropes with one on
top of the other: ‘Raphaël, you can’t do a knot like that’ [he points out the overlap of the
ropes]. Raphaël realizes he has made a mistake. Nicolas has a doubt now about Raphaël’s
skill with the bowline knot, as he noted in the self-confrontation interview: ‘In fact, I was
right because he had the rope on top [of the other] and it wasn’t right, so there we say “this
won’t work” and we undo everything.’ He then accepted his assistance later in their inter-
action when he was trying to learn to tie the bowline knot.

12 A. Evin et al.
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Discussion

The results of this study are discussed on the basis of two points: (a) the dynamic and com-
posite character of the construction of trust judgments and (b) the construction of trust judg-
ments as a condition for genuine cooperation between students.

Dynamic and composite character of the construction of trust judgments

During the wall climbing learning task, the students in the situation of climber developed
activity aimed at assessing their partner’s reliability as the belayer. The judgments they built
focused on two dimensions of the partner’s activity: his reliability as a belayer and the
reliability of his advice. At every moment, these judgments about reliability were involved
in the construction of trust judgments, which changed over the course of the task. Our
results revealed two characteristic types of change in the climber’s trust judgments about
his belayer: positive (continuous or discontinuous) and negative. These results are in line
with the findings of other studies on the role of trust judgments in cooperation and team-
work in work settings (Jones and George 1998). These studies emphasized that when
one party signals positive expectations or favorable attitudes to another and the other reci-
procates these expectations, trust spirals upward. Conversely, when expectations are not
reciprocated, trust spirals downward (Butler 1983). However, our results also showed
that these changes can quickly switch direction during the same lesson. Three elements
played an essential role in this alternation in the construction of trust judgments: (a) the
composite and dynamic nature of trust judgments, (b) the diversity of the elements contri-
buting to the construction of trust judgments, and (c) the processes specific to the construc-
tion of trust judgments.

The composite and dynamic nature of trust judgments

At every moment, the climber’s trust judgment about his partner was the synthesis of his
assessment of two dimensions of his partner’s activity: his reliability as a belayer and his
reliability as a guide. According to the characteristics of the situation experienced by the
climber, one or the other of these dimensions was particularly significant for the climber.
Our results particularly indicate that the risk of falling was one of the salient characteristics
of the situation that most influenced the relative importance of these two dimensions. This
was the case when the climber was at the top of the wall. At this moment, the belayer’s
reliability in lowering the climber safely was of major importance. Conversely, when the
climber felt safe and his chief worry was reaching the top of the wall, the reliability of
his partner’s advice became most important. Thus, mutual trust between partners can be
seen as a ‘multidimensional construct’ in student activity (Jones and George 1998), inte-
grating several dimensions. This idea is similar to that of Butler and Hodge (2001), who
described various aspects of trust judgments in others during PE classes.

The climber’s trust judgment of his partner was not stable at all times. It fluctuated
between lessons, during the same lesson, and even during a single climbing task. It was con-
stantly deconstructed and reconstructed, despite the fact that the students in this study were
allowed to choose their dyad partners on the basis of affinity and thus knew each other well
and liked each other.

The diversity of elements contributing to the construction of trust judgments

The elements contributing to the construction/deconstruction of trust judgments about one’s
partner were either knowledge about the partner or personally meaningful events occurring
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in the situation. This finding converges with those of studies that have examined the
relationship between trust, monitoring, and cooperation in interpersonal and intergroup
relationships (Ferrin, Bligh, and Kohles 2007). Trust judgments seem to be greatly based
on knowledge about the partner (Sheppard and Tuchinsky 1996) that leads to positive
expectations about this person (Sitkin and Roth 1993). These elements contributed to spe-
cifying the two dimensions of trust judgments in our study. For example, knowledge about
his partner (e.g. his attitudes in the classroom) and certain meaningful elements of the situ-
ation (e.g. the partner’s behaviors or communications) both contributed extensively to the
construction of trust judgments about the partner’s reliability as a belayer. On the contrary,
knowledge about the partner’s climbing skills was more often mobilized for constructing
trust judgments about the reliability of his advice.

These results suggest the need to better understand how the formation of dyads (based
on criteria of affinity and/or expertise) influences the construction of trust judgments and
cooperation. We studied an affinity dyad and each student had constructed different
knowledge about the expertise of his partner, which corresponds to the definition of an
asymmetrical dyad of peers (d’Arripe-Longueville et al. 2002). Nicolas felt that
Raphaël had a good climbing level, whereas Raphaël felt that Nicolas was not very
good at climbing. One can speculate that this difference in perceptions of one’s partner’s
skills influenced the relationship between trust judgments and cooperative involvement.
Indeed, in nine of the 15 climbs in which a high trust judgment of his partner was linked to
cooperative involvement, Nicolas was the climber. In contrast, in six of the nine climbs in
which a low trust judgment of his partner was related to non-cooperative involvement,
Raphaël was the climber. Although this interpretation is speculative and cannot be
firmly established by the empirical results of this study, it is plausible that perceiving
one’s partner as skilled at climbing facilitates the construction of trust judgments and
cooperative involvement. Nevertheless, our results also show that during the lessons
each student showed evidence of exploring and monitoring his partner’s activity, which
could have altered perceptions of the partner’s immediate, here-and-now reliability as a
belayer. These results support the findings of Huet and Saury (2011), who hypothesized
that the mutual exploration of partners’ activity in PE leads the partners to ‘model’ their
respective skills and constantly monitor the status of the partner for any change with
regard to these skills. These results also confirm the findings of previous studies on
expert sports dyads: table tennis doubles and sailing crews (Poizat et al. 2008; Saury
2008). These authors found that the athletes monitored their partner’s activity during
team performance. This activity was accompanied by the construction of a here-and-
now model of the partner’s ability to perform successfully, which affected the degree
of reliability accorded to his or her actions, which in turn affected the modalities of
cooperation. Our results similarly suggest the hypothesis that in the PE climbing
classes, each student was also building a ‘model’ of his partner’s skills in the roles of
climber and belayer and that this model affected the trust judgments and cooperative
involvement. The model depended not only on prior knowledge of the partner but also
on judgments about his activity in the current situation.

The specific processes in the construction of trust judgments

The students in the situation of climber displayed two typical processes to build a trust judg-
ment about their partner: exploration and ‘critical vigilance.’

The process of exploration consisted of activities leading each climber to constantly
‘model’ his partner’s skills in climbing, particularly his skills as a belayer. These activities
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resulted in typical behaviors: frequent glances toward his partner or sharp reminders to pay
attention to his belay needs. The climber thus shaped trust judgments about specific dimen-
sions of the partner’s activity, as, for example, his reliability as a belayer. This findings are
similar to the findings of studies of high-level sports teams (Bourbousson et al. 2010; Poizat
et al. 2008, 2009; Saury 2008), which have shown that members of the same team explore
their teammates’ behaviors and construct knowledge about their activities and perform-
ances during the course of table tennis matches, basketball matches, or sailing regattas.
This process of exploration, which aims to build a model of the other protagonists of the
situation, thus seems inherent to various cooperative interactions, whether learning or com-
petitive sports situations.

Our results also describe for the first time a process we call ‘critical vigilance,’ which
was observed as the students cooperated in the climbing task. This process was noted when
the students were advising each other during a climb or during interactions with one student
spontaneously guiding the other. Critical vigilance was manifested when the student being
given advice by the student acting as mentor doubted the correctness of the advice, even
though the partners had asymmetrical skills in climbing. For example, Nicolas, although
he knew he had fewer climbing skills than Raphaël, disagreed with his advice on several
occasions and suggested other options. This process suggests that the students mobilized
knowledge related to the possibility of their partner’s failure or error, even when this
partner had greater experience and skill in the sport.

The construction of trust judgments as a condition for genuine cooperation between
students

The climber’s trust judgments about his belayer influenced the modalities of cooperation
between the students. In the situation examined in this study, the cooperation between
the climber and belayer was expressed essentially by the belayer’s offers of advice or his
willingness to help the climber in his task. This assistance was not always accepted and
depended on the climber’s trust judgment about his partner. Our results highlighted two
typical forms of connection between the construction of trust judgments and the climber’s
cooperative involvement with the belayer. In 15 of the 27 analyzed climbs, the climber’s
high trust judgment of his belayer was associated with a willingness to accept his help
and advice. As shown by recent analyses of the workplace, the perceived trust between
members of the same team can significantly influence the level of cooperative involvement
and teamwork (Ferrin, Bligh, and Kohles 2007; McAllister 1995; Sheng, Tian, and Chen
2010).

In addition, our results support the idea that when trust spirals upward (Butler 1983),
student interactions become cooperative, and conversely, when trust spirals downward,
these interactions become progressively uncooperative. Although our study has clear limit-
ations, mainly due to the small number of participants, we nevertheless can draw a few par-
allels between our findings and those from studies on cooperation in sports teams (Poizat
et al. 2008, 2009; Saury 2008). In these studies, the modalities of cooperation between part-
ners were observed to fluctuate during competition, depending on the interpretations and
evaluations constructed by each member about the others’ activities or skills. The construc-
tion of trust judgments about one’s partners therefore appears to be an important element in
promoting and regulating cooperative interactions between students and is similar to what
occurs in the relationships between partners in diverse athletic situations. More generally,
this result supports the idea of a close interdependence between trust and cooperation in
group contexts (Tuomela and Tuomela 2005).
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Conclusion

The results of this study highlight how students build and update trust judgments about their
partner’s activity during cooperative tasks. They also describe the typical connections
between trust judgments and students’ level of involvement in genuine cooperation with
their partners. They provide support for the hypothesis that the construction of mutual
trust between students influences the modalities for cooperation in PE learning tasks.
This phenomenon may be particularly marked in sports that involve physical risk-taking
and intense emotional commitment (e.g. climbing, acrobatic gymnastics). More specifi-
cally, our study points to some of the conditions necessary for cooperation in PE learning
tasks for which one student is actively involved in ensuring the safety of his or her partner,
as in the case of climbing. Our results show that genuine cooperation is highly dependent on
the construction of trust judgments regarding the partner’s ability to guarantee one’s safety:
students are unable to truly cooperate if they have not constructed a sufficient level of trust
in their partner. The construction of a judgment of trust in one’s partner can thus be con-
sidered as the prerequisite for accomplishing collective tasks and learning in PE situations
that require one student to ensure the safety of another.

This study was exploratory and the dyad was based on the affinity of two students with
different skill levels. For this reason, our findings cannot be transferable to other edu-
cational settings without great caution. They do, however, provide encouragement for
future studies of student dyads with different characteristics (affinity/no affinity, same
skill levels/different skill levels). Such studies, with a focus on the processes of constructing
trust judgments between students and the influence of these processes on the modalities of
student cooperation, could help to clarify the various dimensions of trust involved in the
cooperation among PE students.

These findings have consequences for teachers, as well, and three directions can be con-
sidered. The first consists of new contents for programs to train PE teachers. Content could
be added to give teachers a greater understanding of the connection between cooperation
and the construction of trust judgments. The second concerns the design of specific coop-
erative tasks that enable students to develop positive trust judgments about their partners. In
climbing, this could consist of allowing students to test their partner’s reliability in belay
techniques during no-risk tasks (e.g. for the climber, let go of the holds and be lowered
by the belayer from a low height). Such tasks would allow students to build indicators to
access the reliability of the partner’s skills and knowledge. The third consists of exploring
how the teacher’s interventions, including feedback to students, affect the transformation of
students’ trust judgments about their partners. This study shows that the teacher can indeed
support and facilitate the cooperation between students by promoting the construction or the
reinforcement of students’ trust judgments of their partners. These results will need to be
confirmed by other studies seeking to better understand the complex dynamic of trust in
PE and to clarify the various dimensions involved in cooperation among PE students.
Such studies would contribute to the development of a ‘pedagogy of trust’: a pedagogy
that emphasizes that teachers can support and facilitate cooperation between students by
promoting the construction or the reinforcement of students’ trust in their partners.
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